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I am deeply against any proposal to create any new national, state or conservation parks, by nature
of reducing the current areas of state forest. I do not believe that creating these new parks, that it
would create tourism. It will only serve to keep the people out of the areas that they currently enjoy
for numerous activities. How can tourism $$ increase if people like myself will no longer visit those
areas. The surrounding businesses and economy will also suffer. The only way I can see tourism $
being increased if by revenue created by new fees that will most likely be imposed on visitors. This
does not help the local economy, it only serves to increase the government’s bank balance.
I also believe these proposals are to stop logging, and in turn, most other activities suffer. I do
believe that sustainable logging practices need to be followed, however, not at the detriment of
people, families and businesses that rely on this business. I also believe that by reducing the logging
areas, you will only serve to push tree harvesting overseas, where there may not be as strict
regulation and in turn greater devastation of forests. Trees will always need to be cut, why not keep
this local, where it supports our whole economy.
I am a bush user, a hunter, a prospector, a camper. i have many friends and family who are the same
and they also do things like ride motorbikes, ride horses (and cam overnight with them). I am really
afraid that the more you reduce or state forests, the less areas we get to enjoy. In fact, by driving
people into smaller areas, we will have a greater negative impact on the environment as all activities
will be of higher frequency.
I, like many thousands of people, also rely on firewood to keep my home warm. I am fearful that the
removal of our state forest access will also reduce the availability of free firewood from a sustainable
resource. Already in Red Gum forests, people no longer have access to free firewood and now have
been advised to rely on commercial suppliers. Have you seen the price of red gum per meter now?
$140. I for one could not afford to heat my home for this price. 1 metre lasts about 2‐3 weeks. You
can do the mats on how expensive this is.
I also fear that the creation of new parks will severely impact people’s safety who live in the bush.
Black Saturday for example. If planned fuel reduction burns had been allowed around that area, the
fires would not have been so intense. Not as many lives would have been lost. The wildlife also had
no hope of survival. Can I be so blunt and say that by not allowing planned burns via default of
creating these parks, that you are essentially killing people via negligence and poor forest
management.

Please do not create any more parks. Spend your time effectively managing the ones you already
have. Review those policies and improve your current management practices. Learn to manage the
current forests with smarter practices. Don’t take the easy way out and just declare more forests
into parks, then forget about them.

I could go on and on but I'm sure many of the other submissions cover my concerns.

